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Renewable Electricity (RE) Sourcing

Acquire Renewables 
Early

Corporates are increasingly playing a 
key role in decarbonising the economy, 
and there is an expectation to act on 
climate change. They have helped to 
develop new, zero carbon capacity 
through RE engagements.   

Corporates recognise that switching 
to RE can be a cost-effective way to 
reduce their greenhouse gas emissions, 
and that the risk of inaction is higher 
than the cost of investing in a green 
future. Being ahead of the curve is a 
competitive advantage.

Navigate Multiple 
Options

A common challenge, whether this 
is your first or next RE purchase, is 
knowing where to start. A roadmap for 
reducing carbon emissions requires 
awareness of your current and future 
needs as well as the RE options and 
the optimal mix for each geographical 
location. 

RE markets and sentiments toward 
various options are evolving rapidly. 
Demand for the best solutions is more 
than robust – especially with spiraling 
electricity prices. Paper-based solutions 
do not sufficiently mitigate market and 
reputation risk, raising demand for 
high-quality, future-proof solutions.

Build your Action 
Plan

A strong RE strategy requires an 
integrated approach to supply 
decisions. It should consider both 
near and long-term budget priorities, 
market conditions, and established 
business processes. There is no quick 
decarbonisation fix. RE sourcing is one 
piece of a larger decarbonisation puzzle. 

Our three-step approach allows 
organisations to identify and prioritise 
sourcing actions, onboard key 
stakeholders and drive decisions toward 
implementation. Leveraging multiple 
decarbonisation options simultaneously 
is the way forward.
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• EACs, such as Guarantees of Origin 
(GOs), Renewable Energy Certificates 
(RECs), International REC Standard 
(I-RECs)

• Contract: Usually 1 year

Four Main Types of 
Renewable Electricity

Unbundled Energy 
Attribute Certificates 
(EACs)

• Corporate physical and virtual power 
purchase agreements with existing or 
new build RE assets

• Contract: 3-20 years

Corporate Power 
Purchase Agreements 
(PPAs)

• Delivery of bundled physical electricity 
and certificates

• Contract: 1-3 years

Green Retail

• Self-owned renewables, such as solar 
rooftop via investments or leasing 
options

• Typical asset lifetime: 10-25 years

Direct Investment
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Integrating renewable electricity improves the environmental performance of an organisation,
can hedge against rising energy costs, open new revenue streams and enhance brand value.

The objective, measurable benefits of a strong renewable energy strategy 
include:

Sourcing renewable electricity also provides softer benefits, such as:

What are the Benefits of Renewable 
Electricity? 

Reduced carbon emissions: Renewable energy is most 
often used to displace or offset Scope 2 greenhouse 
gas emissions and represents the most effective carbon 
reduction tool for many organisations.

Managed energy costs: Renewable energy can provide 
savings against wholesale market prices, reduce budget 
exposure to price volatility and distributed energy 
resources can reduce peak demand charges.

Enhanced brand value: Renewable energy programmes 
may strengthen relationships across an organisation’s 
value chain – from customers to employees to vendors and 
investors. Organisations are increasingly using renewable 
energy to differentiate themselves in their markets and 
grow revenue.

Lower cost of capital: Leading lenders, investors, and credit 
rating agencies around the world have all highlighted 
environmental performance as an increasingly important 
measure of an organisation’s risk, and green bonds have 
proven an effective way to raise cheap debt.
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Renewable electricity sourcing 

solutions are a flexible option to 

lower scope 2 emissions associated 

with purchased electricity, and 

support the renewable energy 

market.

Companies are engaged and will acquire more 

RE solutions if available on the market. It is a 

fashionable solution and widely used. 

Looking just at RE100 companies: to reach 

their goal of 100% renewable electricity, more 

RE will be needed in the future. This will only 

increase as more members join. The need 

for RE beyond these large consumers is also 

accelerating as companies strive to keep pace.

Renewable Electricity Reduces Scope 2 Emissions 
with Increasing Demand Anticipated 

RE 100 members obtain 45% of their electricity from renewable sources, good for 152 TWh/yr. Total electricity 
consumption of RE100 members is 340 TWh.

Source: RE100
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PPAs offer unprecedented value. As the graph 

clearly shows, those that contracted PPAs 

early have been protected against market 

price fluctuations. Now is the time to act.

Energy prices have been headline news this 

year. After a period of relative stability, prices 

have risen sharply (avg. of 250% across the 

world since Jan. 2021) to unprecedented 

levels in a ‘perfect storm’ of events including 

recovery from the Covid-19 pandemic, 

inflation and the war in Ukraine, creating 

tumult on the global natural gas market, 

pushing up electricity prices.

Energy buyers around the world have been 

caught out by the speed and scale of these 

price increases and are facing the prospect 

of huge, unbudgeted bills for natural gas and 

electricity.

In all instances, early RE adopters have 

potentially gained a commercial advantage 

while accelerating the achievement of 

sustainability goals, while those with on-site 

solar installations have further hedged against 

price instability. 

Managed Energy Costs

Spot prices = avg. day-ahead prices in the UK for electricity. 
Source: ofgem
PPA price Source: LevelTen PPA Price Index Q2 2022
Note: graph represents UK market only but is indicative of trends across Europe

UK Solar PPA (representative of European trends) vs. Historical Spot Prices
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As the RE market and sentiment about EACs rapidly evolves, 
we have entered a new stage. 

Procuring renewable electricity certificates on the market has been an easy and 

cost-effective way for businesses to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions in line 

with environmental commitments. Companies with good credit had no difficulty 

acquiring certificates because there were so many projects available. Now, the 

availability of each option is in inverse proportion to its quality and economics.

Questions have been raised as to whether all EACs are equally credible regarding 

their contribution to combatting climate change. This implies that companies 

must perform due diligence when integrating them into their carbon strategy, for 

instance to ensure certificates are not attached to old projects that have already 

delivered their positive impact, rather than to newer projects that generate unique 

renewable electricity. 

New factors defining RE options 
mix need to be considered

The sharp rise of electricity prices this year has demonstrated the risk of energy 

market instability. It is clear that a decarbonisation strategy based solely on paper 

solutions is no longer a viable option.

Relying on EACs to meet climate commitment exposes companies to electricity 

prices hikes they have not budgeted. The higher-quality options mitigate exposure 

to price volatility, causing demand to surge. This brings further complications. In 

addition to demand threatening to outpace supply, the time lag between financing 

a project and its delivery of carbon-free electricity could put future availability of 

high-quality at risk, or at least make it very expensive.

A multifaceted approach in which RE sourcing is but one element of a broader 

decarbonisation roadmap is the way forward.
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• Spiking prices and higher volatility 
in 2021/2022 

• Additionality is not guaranteed, 
increasing reputational risk

• Longer term contracts (“PPA for 
certificates only”)

Issues and Evolutions of 
Renewable Sourcing Solutions

Unbundled EACs

• High demand coupled with fewer 
available projects has created a 
sellers' market with much higher 
prices (+30-50%)

• Can be complex instruments that 
take more time to assess and 
implement than more other options

• Markets opening up to PPAs as well 
as the other solutions are maturing 
and becoming the standard

Corporate Power 
Purchase Agreements 
(PPAs)

• Additionality is not guaranteed, 
increasing reputational risk

• High-additionality green retail 
with identified and owned assets

• Green retail solutions becoming 
more like PPA solutions

Green Retail

• More and more for offsite if land 
is available

• Volume of RE produced only 
covers 2-5% of electricity needs

Direct Investment
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Companies Must Consider Several Selection 
Criteria When Planning RE Sourcing Strategies

Feasibility concerns the 
availability of renewable energy 
sourcing options depending on the 
location, complexity and time for 
implementation, liquidity as an 
option to terminate/ transfer the 
contract (e.g., PPA).

Quality concerns the 
additionality as a degree of real 
contribution to fight climate 
change (vs. “greenwashing”) 
and to boost the reputation of 
a company as a differentiator, 
temporality – short-term 
compliance vs. “future-proof” 
solutions, load coverage, 
technical complexity and risks.

Economics concerns the costs, profitability, investments or 
financial commitment required, payback period, term length, 

commercial complexity and risks etc. 

Feasibility Quality

Economics
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A Successful Decarbonisation Strategy is 
Anchored Around Three Dimensions…

Levers
The solutions you deploy to achieve decarbonisation 
targets. Levers can include everything from green energy 
supply, energy efficiency, green feedstocks, or onsite 
generation

Scale

The areas of value chain that should be the focus of 
decarbonisation efforts. Scales can include individual sites, 
business units, suppliers or customers

Enablers

The effectiveness of organisation’s Net Zero transformation. 
Enablers can include ambition, digital tools, financing models 
or strategic delivery management
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Decarbonisation Transition Levers

Levers

Energy Efficiency

Electrification

RE Sourcing

Mobility

Green feedstocks/inputs

GHG offset, sinks and CCUS 

Energy efficiency is an easy, common and cost-efficient way to decarbonise 
your business. Optimising your energy consumption is the first step of any 
decarbonisation strategy and fosters energy independence.

Electrification is increasing across consumer goods and industrial sectors globally 
and is now considered as one of the key levers for decarbonisation .

Organisations are looking at renewable electricity to improve financial and 
environmental performance. Evaluating different options and integrating RE into 
a procurement and risk management strategy can be challenging for organisations 
with large, geographically diverse portfolios.

Keeping up with increasingly stricter regulations on emissions is an important part 
of accelerating a decarbonisation transition. Existing viable land-based mobility 
solutions are ready for deployment.

Green feedstocks/inputs require building of ecosystem, therefore the urgency 
to get onboard with collaborating with partners. Driving innovation to develop 
sustainable feedstock / supply alternatives. 

GHG offset, sinks and CCUS involves acting in the hardest-to-abate processes/
operations. It goes beyond zero carbon into carbon negative by fostering 
innovation in carbon capture and using the latest technology. Avoids greenwashing 
label by ensuring additionality to any offset or sinks projects. 
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1 2 3

Clarify starting point 
and ambition

Build an actionable 
roadmap and align 

stakeholders

Implement an 
action plan

Combine the RE Sourcing Levers to Build Your 
Portfolio at Scale

Unbundled EACs

Green Retail

Corporate PPAs

Direct Investment

To successfully deliver outcomes on time and on budget, organisations need to address renewable electricity sourcing centrally. Once a small cost
factor, the energy procurement category is now moving to centre stage as it contributes to the company’s global sustainability objectives.

Our three-step approach allows organisations to identify and prioritise sourcing actions, onboard key stakeholders and drive decisions toward
implementation—with tangible short-term results and long-term assurance of the decarbonisation trajectory. By building a renewable electricity
roadmap, companies effectively move toward a centralised approach, accelerating implementation action globally.
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Building Your RE Sourcing Portfolio 
at Scale 

2
Build an Actionable Roadmap and Align Stakeholders

• Identify available solutions by geography and build preliminary roadmaps at the local level, based on the decision criteria: feasibility, quality and economics. 
Then, onboard global and local stakeholders, get buy-in for organisational change, identify potential additional costs, and engage with local entities.

• Build the global roadmap by considering trade-offs between the different geographies based on the contribution to the global decarbonisation trajectory, the 
CO2 impact, the required budget, short-term opportunities, long-term security and long-term engagement.

• Once the global roadmap is built, and its budget, CO2 and organisational impacts are understood, validate the roadmap through the company’s management to 
drive implementation.

1
Clarify Starting Point and Ambition

• Identify the target the renewable electricity sourcing should contribute to (e.g., electricity costs, CO2 emissions, SBTi, stand-alone claim on renewable 
electricity share, etc.) and clarify the link between the emissions reductions target (tonnes of CO2) and electricity sourcing (MWh).

• Collect the emissions and electricity supply baseline.

• Prioritise geographies according to emissions and energy use to decide where an in-depth approach is needed to build the roadmap and prepare for 
implementation, and where a higher-level approach is sufficient.

3
Implement an Action Plan

• After establishing the global roadmap, use the momentum created by the management decision to start implementing the strategy immediately. At this 
point, the company usually enters a new paradigm in energy sourcing: from local execution following global guidelines to a centralised, global programmatic 
approach.

• The centralised approach is required to ensure local actions facilitate the achievement of an organisation’s sustainability ambitions. 
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Case Study: 

Roadmap to reach 

100% renewable 

energy from 2023 with 

18% cost reduction

A leading multinational technology company that 

provides business consulting, information technology 

and outsourcing services wanted to set a RE roadmap 

for its global operations – 250+ facilities located in 

EMEA, Americas and APAC to attain 100% renewable 

electricity from 2023 aligned with their future SBTi 

and RE100 commitment.

A regional and central stakeholders onboarding, 

capacity building and engagement were recognised as 

an area for improvement.

Services Provided

Results

Key 

Success 

Factors
Renewable electricity roadmap to 
achieve 100% RE

Costed options

Stakeholder engagement

Countries engaged on RE roadmap design 
(workshops for facility managers and 
sustainability teams worldwide)

Market analysis, RE roadmap and budget 
definition including:

• Corporate PPAs for relevant countries
• Green retail
• EACs
• Onsite generation high-level estimates

Resulting in 18% potential economic savings 
and 200k tons of CO2e emissions’ reduction 
versus business as usual (2022 – 2030)

Management presentation and commitment

Involvement of regional teams, 
capacity building and engagement

Proper clustering and prioritisation of 
regions and facilities

ENGIE’s deep understanding of future 
renewable energy sourcing landscape 
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About the

Experts

Neon Steinecke 

Director, Sustainability Solutions - EMEA

neon.steinecke@engie.com

Neon is a Director in our Sustainability Solutions Practice in Paris. He is dedicated to the 

decarbonisation of industrial value chains. He coordinates ENGIE Impact’s European renewable 

energy strategy and roadmapping practice in EMEA. He has worked with clients in the energy sector, 

industrials, public actors, investors and independent power producers. With 60+ client projects, Neon 

has developed the ability to lead complex and innovative projects to success. Neon holds a master’s 

degree in Energy Engineering and Economics from Karlsruher Institute of Technology (renewable 

energy, combustion, energy markets, hydrogen, energy policy).

Sebastian Hoyos 
Director, Sustainability Solutions – Americas

sebastian.hoyos@engie.com

Sebastian is the Renewable Advisory Director at ENGIE Impact, responsible for the advisory and 

design of the decarbonisation strategy of companies, cities and regions. His expertise focuses on 

renewables, PPAs & VPPAs, community solar, tax equity financing, and energy efficiency. Sebastian 

has been in the renewable energy field since 2009, having sat on every side of the table: a renewable 

energy dispatch operator and lead wholesale analyst for Duke Energy, senior manager for energy 

operations at Walmart, a renewable energy advisor, and as an active board member of Engineers for 

a Sustainable World. He holds an MBA from East Carolina University and a bachelor’s in electrical, 

electronics and communications engineering. He is based in North Carolina.

Mark Chadwick 

Managing Director, Sustainability Solutions - EMEA

mark.chadwick@engie.com

Mark brings climate advisory, technology and entrepreneurial experience to ENGIE Impact. Following 

a career in software, he founded a sustainability consultancy and served as CEO for 15 years. His firm 

provides consultancy services to large corporates, focusing on how to manage climate change impacts 

on their business. Mark has extensive expertise in climate strategy, carbon measurement, renewables 

strategy and sustainability software systems. He has worked directly with clients from the Financial 

Services, FMCG, and Food and Beverage sectors. Mark has an MBA from London Business School, 

specialising in Entrepreneurship. He is based in London.
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for Growth and Progress

Contact Us
If you would like to discuss any of the findings or best practices 
presented in this report, please reach out to your ENGIE Impact 

representative or contact us at:

+1 800 767-4197

+32 2 773 70 70

info.impact@engie.com
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